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3 years since they started, 2.5 yrs since incorporating 
 
*Yaniv Romem, CTO 
“Enable businesses to build efficient high-performance, scale-out storage 
infrastructure” 
Founded in Israel 
2 rounds of funding (including David Flynn) 
1 patent granted (RDDA), 10 pending 
Software only, not selling hardware 
Growing ecosystem of partners and VARs 
 
http://open19.org 
 
Big 5 force (MS, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Apple) rethinking scale-out 
infrastructures 
- standard hardware 
- optimise for efficiency 
- intelligent software 
“the SDDC” 
 
Storage Market Trends 
- shared accelerated storage 
- NVMe evolving but capabilities are under-utilised 
- 25/50/100G networking. RDMA makes sharing NVMe efficient 
- Acceptance of server SAN - software-defined block storage on standard servers 
 
What is NVMesh Server SAN? 
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What makes Excelero unique? 
Virtual SAN - Optimised for NVMe, 100% software 
Unified NVMe - pools NVMe across network at local speeds and latencies 
No CPU - enables 100% converged infrastructure 
Flexible - Deployed as a virtual, distributed non-volatile array and supports both 
converged and disaggregated architectures 
100% efficiency - brings the only NVMe sharing technology that scales performance 
linearly at near 100% efficiency 
 
*Josh Goldenhar 
Web and Cloud 
Key NVMesh Benefits 
- maximum utilisation of NVMe flash devices by creating a single pool of high 



performance block storage 
- no data localisation for scale-out applications  
- predictable application performance - no noisy neighbours 
- make storage as efficient as the optimised hardware platform (such as Open19) 
 
Innovative Enterprise 
- higher performance for random IO intensive Enterprise applications 
- flexible architecture to support multiple workloads 
- lower operating costs through deployment efficiency and easy serviceability 
- all data is “local” with no application changes 
 
High-performance Computing environments 
- massive performance: high IOPS and bandwidth, low latency 
- unlimited scalability, supports analytics for massive data sets 
- lowest cost/IOP 
 
Yaniv 
Excelero_Scale-out_requirements 
Performance 
- consistent in-server flash performance 
- true convergence to ensure deterministic application performance 
Scalability 
- scale linearly to any size, DC readiness 
Integration 
- storage access API - block is the common building block 
Flexibility 
- mix different storage media types, server types and deployment models 
- avoid one-type fits all logical volume simplifications 
Efficiency  
- enable high utilisation rates with standard hardware 
- ubiquitous access 
Ease of Use 
- integration with orchestration layers for provisioning of logical volumes 
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Excelero Software Components 
Centralized Management 
- runs as a Node.js application on top of MongoDB 
- pools drives, provisions volumes and monitors 
- transforms drives from raw storage into a pool 
Scalability 
- built as a scale-out service to support huge deployments 
DC Integration 
- RESTful API for seamless operation 
- easy provisioning of serviced logical volumes 
Flexibility 
- provisioning policy tools 
 
Intelligent Client Block Driver 



- kernel module that presents logical volumes via the block driver API 
- client-side storage service implementation 
Performance 
- interacts directly with drives via RDDA or NVMf - single hop access to the data, 
minimise latency overhead, maximise throughput and IOPS 
Ubiquitous Access 
- consistent access to share volumes spread across remote drives anywhere in the 
DC 
Flexibility 
- “RAIN” data protection (cross-node / rack) standard servers 
Scalability 
- point to point communication with management and targets, simple discovery, no 
broadcasts 
 
NVMesh Target Module 
- kernel module that manages drives and acts as a server for clients 
True convergence 
- RDDA means that target module is NOT in the data path 
- Nodes can run applications and server storage without CPU conflict 
Performance 
- Serve millions of IOPS, 10s of GBs from a single standard server 
Scalability 
- p2p communication with management and clients 
 
Topology Manager 
- performs cluster management to ensure high availability 
- manages volume life cycle and failure recovery operations 
- using RAFT protocol ensures data consistency - avoids “split brain” 
Scalability 
- p2p communication with management and clients 
- scalable multi-RAFT technology enables consistent RAIN data protection across a 
huge cluster 
 
Converged, disaggregated or Mixed 
- local storage in app server 
- storage can be centralised 
 
Performance 
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Key takeaways 
Software-defined block storage solution 
- use standard servers with state of the art flash components and leverage an 
intuitive management portal 
Virtual SAN for NVMe 
- pool NVMe over the network at local speeds to maximise utilisation. Make all data 
local - move the compute, not the data 
Scale-Out Server SAN 
- scale performance & capacity linearly, across DCs without limits - enable 
just-in-time storage orchestration 



Converged and disaggregated architectures 
- no noisy neighbours through full logical disaggregation of storage and compute - 
grow storage or compute independently 
 
*Josh - Demo 
Using SuperMicro servers 
2028TP-DNCR 
2028U-TN24R4T+ 
Dell Z9100-ON 100Gbs Switch 
 
Yuval Bachar - Open19 - principal engineer at LinkedIn 
500 million users, 200m active 
- create an open standard that can fit any 19” rack env for server, storage and 
networking 
- solution applicable for small, medium and large DCs 
 
Reduce cost of racks  (smart PDUs cost more than networking gear) 
Enable faster rack integration 
Consolidate requirements (ecosystem with high adoption level) 
 
Non-goals 
- proprietary form factor 
- restrictive development environment 
- heavily bureaucratic organisation 
 
Philosophy 
- DCs need to be disaggregated 
- every element in the DC is a server 
- appliance free DCs 
- multi-supplier for every component in the DCs 
- Solve in software what you can 
 
Building blocks 
Brick cage 
Double wide brick 
double high brick 
brick 
 
(common elements) 
network switch 
power shelf 
 
created snap on cable (snaps to the back of the cage - less than 20 seconds) 
Blind mate power and 100Gbps data connectors  
 
Three form factors 
- 1/2 wide 
- double wide 
- double high 
Linear power and data growth 



self sustained - EMI and safety and cooling 
Blind mate or QSFP network 
 
Brick cage 
passive mechanical cage 
12 RU and 8RU options 
2 RU modularity 
- 4x bricks 
- 2x double wide 
- 1x double high 
snap-on rear opening 
 
Dual switch - data path and management  
- 50G per server data path 
- 1/10G per server mgmt 
- 12v input (no PSUs) 
Up to 8x100G uplinks or local switching ports 
Broadwell-DE CPU with BMC 
LinkedIn open design 
 
Power Shelf 
9.6KW or 19.2KW per rack 
Shared power modules 
800W per RU 
 
Platform Benefits 
- Any 19” rack 
- Optional rack level BBU 
- short integration time 
- disaggregation 
- leverage existing servers 
- cost effective 
- efficient power 
- multi-server tiers 
- fully redundant infrastructure 
 
“bare-metal cloud” 
 
Non-profit organisation being established 
 
Lior wraps up 


